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NON-CENTRALIZED MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
TECHNIQUES FOR POWER NETWORKS

A.C.R.M. Damoiseaux

Abstract-Model predictive control (MPC) is one of the
few advanced control methodologies that have proven to be
very successful in real-life control applications. MPC has the
capability to guarantee optimality with respect to a desired
performance cost function, while explicitly taking constraints
into account. Recently, there has been an increasing interest
in the usage of MPC schemes to control power networks. The
major obstacle for implementation is the large scale of power
networks, which is prohibitive for a centralized approach.

In this paper we critically assess and compare the suitability
of three model predictive control schemes for controlling
power networks. These techniques are analyzed with respect to
the following relevant characteristics: the performance of the
closed-loop system, which is evaluated and compared to the
performance achieved with the classical automatic generation
control (AGC) structure; the decentralized implementation,
which is investigated in terms of size of the models used for
prediction, required measurements and data communication,
type of cost function and the computational time required by
each algorithm to obtain the control action. Based on the inves
tigated properties mentioned above, the study presented in this
paper provides valuable insights to construct a non-centralized
MPC technique for real-life electrical power networks.

Index Terms-Model predictive control, Decentralized con
trol, Distributed control, Power systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Current power networks consist of large scale power
generating units where automatic generation control (AGC)
is used for real-time control of the system frequency and tie
line power interchange among control areas in the system
[1]. However, there is a strong tendency to implement an
increasing amount of decentralized power generating units
and liberalize the power markets. Distributed generation
introduces uncertainties in generation and therefore com
plicates control [2]. Large unpredictable power fluctuations
from renewable energy sources, e.g. wind power, require
efficient and fast acting controllers.

Recently, it was observed [3], [4], [5], that the model pre
dictive control (MPC) technique has a potential for solving
the above mentioned problems that will appear in future
electrical power networks. The reason for this lies in the
capability of MPC to guarantee optimality with respect to a
desired performance objective, while explicitly taking con
straints into account. Furthermore, MPC allows the usage of
disturbance models, which can be employed to counteract the
uncertainties introduced by renewable energy sources. For a
detailed survey of MPC and constrained optimal control, the
interested reader is referred to [6], [7].

A.C.R.M. Damoiseaux is with the Eindhoven University of Tech
nology, Department of Electrical Engineering, The Netherlands; E-mail:
a.c.r.m.damoiseaux@student.tue.nl.

Nevertheless, the fact that model predictive control is a
global centralized control technique is a considerable draw
back when power system control is considered. Centralized
control implies that a single controller is able to perform the
following sequence of operations within a time sample: mea
sure all outputs of the system, compute an optimal control
action and apply this control action to all actuators in the
power system. As power networks are large scale systems,
computationally as well as geographically, it is practically
impossible to implement a centralized MPC controller.

This is one of the reasons for which the non-centralized
formulation and implementation of MPC receives more and
more interest, see for example [3], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12]. Roughly speaking, non-centralized MPC schemes can
be divided into two categories: decentralized techniques,
where there is no communication in between different con
trollers, and distributed techniques, where communication
between different controllers is allowed. Furthermore, dis
tributed MPC techniques can be categorized as techniques
that require communication with all the controllers in the
network and techniques that require communication solely
with directly neighboring controllers.

A distinction between non-centralized MPC techniques
can also be made depending on the level of coupling, Le.
some schemes handle dynamically coupled systems, while
others handle dynamically decoupled systems with coupled
objectives. The challenge for power systems is to obtain
a computationally viable non-centralized MPC algorithm,
without losing properties such as optimality and state con
straint satisfaction. The latter property is crucial, due to the
dynamic coupling present in power networks.

Among the research that focusses on non-centralized
MPC, implementations for power system control have al
ready been reported [3], [8], [9]. In this paper we select three
non-centralized MPC techniques that can handle coupled
dynamics. The selected techniques belong to one of the
above mentioned categories l . The first non-centralized MPC
technique [II] considered for power system control does
not require any communication (for a specific choice of
subsystem decomposition) and, therefore, belongs to the
decentralized category. However, this scheme also allows for
overlapping subsystems, case in which it requires communi
cation. In what follows we will refer to the algorithm from
[11] as decentralized model predictive control (DMPC). The
second non-centralized MPC scheme [8] that we investigate

1Regarding other non-centralized MPC techniques. not considered in this
paper, the interested reader is referred to [3], [8], [9]. [10], [II], [12] and
the references therein.



where A E Rnxn , B E Rnxm, x E Rn is the state and
u E Rm is the control input. R is the set of real numbers.
For an arbitrary sequence u = (u(O),u(l), ... ) we use the
notation u[k] to denote the truncation of u at k E Il, i.e.
U[kj:= (u(O),u(l), ... ,u(k)) with k 2 1.1l is the set of
integers.

The open-loop finite horizon optimal control problem to
be solved online is formally defined as follows.

II. CENTRALIZED MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL

Model predictive control (also referred to as receding
horizon control) is a control strategy that belongs to the finite
horizon optimal control category. The unique, distinguishing
feature of MPC is its ability to guarantee optimality with
respect to a desired performance objective while explicitly
taking constraints into account. This is achieved by solving
online a finite horizon open-loop optimal control problem at
each time instant. Within this problem, a model of the plant
initialized with the current state is used to obtain a prediction
of the future behavior of the plant. In this way, constraints on
states and inputs can be explicitly taken into account in the
computation of the control law. After a sequence of optimal
control moves is computed, only the first one is applied to
the plant and the whole process is repeated at the next time
instant. This is the main difference from conventional control
which commonly uses a pre-computed control law.

A graphical illustration of the basic principles behind MPC
is depicted in Figure 1.

The typical system model considered in this paper is a
discrete time state-space representation, which is given in
the linear case by

requires communication solely between directly neighbor
ing controller areas and is in the following referred to
as stability constrained distributed model predictive control
(SC-DMPC). The third non-centralized MPC technique [4]
requires communication between all subsystems and uses
an iterative procedure to compute the control action. This
scheme is referred to as feasible cooperation based model
predictive control (FC-MPC). These three non-centralized
MPC schemes will be compared to a centralized MPC algo
rithm and with the classical AGC control structure currently
employed in control of real-life power systems.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the (centralized) MPC methodology
along with conditions for stability. The three non-centralized
MPC techniques are presented in detail in Section III.
Section IV presents a simulation study of the considered
MPC algorithms based on a suitably constructed example of
a power network. In Subsection IV-C the investigated tech
niques are compared and based on the insights obtained from
Section III and Section IV an alternative non-centralized
MPC technique is proposed. This technique is described in
more detail in Subsection V-A and simulation results are
given in Subsection V-B. Conclusions are summarized in
Section VI.

(5)

(4)

t+Nt+k
Prediction horizon

k = 0, ... , N - 1, (3)

t 1+1

x(O) := x(t).

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k),

Note that the real system (1) and the prediction model (3) do
not have to be identical, as will be seen in the next section.
The prediction model is usually only an approximation of
the real system.

The control problem defined in (2a) is to minimize the cost
function VN(X, U[N -11) subject to all input sequences U[N -IJ
in the set o/IN(x). This set contains all input sequences that
satisfy certain desired state and input constraints, i.e.

o/IN(X) :={U[N-IJ E 1[J
N lx(k) E X,

k = I, ... , N - 1, x(N) E Xf },

is used to predict the future behavior of the system. At
each time instant t, this model is initialized with the state
measurement of the real system, i.e.

Fig. 1. A graphical illustration of Model Predictive Control.

Problem II.I At discrete time t E Il+ let x(t) and N 2 1
be given, set x(O) := x(t) and solve

9 N(x) : V'N(x) = _min {VN(X, UrN-IJ)
U[N-l]

IU[N-I] E o/IN(X)} (2a)

N-I

VN(X, U[N-Ij) = L R(x(k), u(k)) + F(x(N)) (2b)
k=O
N-I

= L xT(k)Qx(k) +uT(k)Ru(k) (2c)
k=O

+ xT (N)px(N).

In Problem II.l, U[N-II = (u(O), ... ,u(N - 1)) is the
sequence of control moves and N is the prediction horizon.
Q = QT ~ 0, i.e. Q is a positive semidefinite symmetric
matrix, while R = RT )- 0, i.e. R is a positive definite
symmetric matrix. The matrix P = p T )- 0 weights the
terminal state and is usually computed off-line such that
stability is guaranteed, as will be shown below. x(k) and
u(k) denote the predicted state and control input at time
instant t + k. Given an open-loop control trajectory u[N-II'
a prediction model of the form

(1)x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),



where UN is the N-times Cartesian product, i.e. UN := U x
... x U. We assume that U is a convex compact subset of JRm
and X is a convex, closed subset of JRn, each set containing
the origin in its interior. These sets implement physical input
and state constraints. To guarantee stability, the terminal state
x(N) is constrained in a terminal set X I, which must satisfy
certain properties, outlined later in this section.

After the open loop optimization problem (2) is solved,
the first element of the calculated optimal control sequence
u[N_l] = (u*(O),u*(I), ... ,u*(N - 1)) is applied to the
system (l), i.e.

(lOa)

(lOb)

Ui = Z;U,

R i = Z;RZi ,

Xi = WiT X,

Qi = WiTQWi ,

Y'N,i(Xi) : V'N,i(Xi) = _min {VN,i(Xi, U[N-l],i)
U[N-l],i

IU[N-l],i E %'N,i(Xi)}' (lla)

Problem III.l DMPC

with Xi E JRni, Ui E JRmi, Qi = Qi ~ 0 and R i = Ri »- O.
Note that by (lOa) each entry in X is assigned to one or more
Xi and each entry in u is assigned to one or more Ui' This
allows for overlapping subsystems. Compared to centralized
MPC, the DMPC control scheme assigns a controller to each
subsystem and each controller then solves online its own
local open loop finite horizon optimization problem. More
precisely, with each subsystem i the following finite horizon
problem is defined:

with A E JRnxn, B E JRnxm, x E JRn and u E JRm. The
division into M subsystems is then performed via suitably
defined matrices Wi and Zi. These matrices collect the states
and inputs belonging to subsystem i and are further employed
to define the weighting matrices for each subsystem's states
and inputs as follows:

(7)

(6)u(t) := u*(O),

and the rest of the control sequence is discarded. At the next
time instant, i.e. t = t+ 1, the state of the system is measured
and the procedure described above is repeated. This strategy
is referred to as the moving or the receding horizon strategy.
In this way feedback is introduced in a closed loop way and
robustness is increased.

Stability of the resulting closed-loop system can be guar
anteed a priori by choosing a terminal set and a terminal
weight P that satisfy the following conditions [6]: XI must
be a positively invariant set [13] and satisfy the property

XI <:;; 0 00 :={x E JRn I K(A - BK)kx E U and

(A-BK)kxEX, k=O, ... ,oo}.

The pair {P, K} can be obtained as the solution of the
unconstrained infinite horizon LQR problem [6], i.e.

P=(A+BK)Tp(A+BK)+KTRK+Q, (8a)

K=-(R+BTpB)-lBTpA. (8b)

In [6] it is proven that system (l) in closed-loop with a
predictive control law obtained by solving Problem n.l
in a receding horizon manner, with X I calculated for in
stance as in [13], is asymptotically stable. Clearly, a non
centralized implementation of MPC affects both feasibility
of Problem 11.1 and closed-loop stability and necessitates
new stabilization conditions. The following Section presents
possible solutions in this framework.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPARED
NON-CENTRALIZED MPC SCHEMES

As already explained in the Introduction, the centralized
implementation of the MPC methodology described in Sec
tion II is not possible in the case of power networks due to
the very large scale of the system. Therefore, in this section
we will present three non-centralized MPC techniques that
are more suitable for power system control.

A. Decentralized MPC (DMPC)

The DMPC technique [11] uses the fact that the system
can be divided into M subsystems and proposes the design
of local MPC controllers, one for each subsystem. The
subsystems are derived from the total system via an explicit
transformation. The total system to be controlled is described
by a discrete time state space model of the form:

N-l

VN,i(Xi, U[N-l],i) = L £i(Xi(k), ui(k)) + Fi(Xi(N))
k=O

(lIb)
N-l

= L xi (k)QiXi(k) +ui (k)RiUi(k)
k=O

+ xi (N)PiXi(N).
(llc)

Note that for each subsystem i the cost function now depends
solely on the local states and inputs, i.e. on Xi(t) and
U[N-l],i' and therefore a solution to the DMPC problem
is no longer optimal with respect to the centralized MPC
objective (2a), unless X == Xi and U == Ui for all i.

Given a certain open-loop control input sequence a pre
diction model of the form

xi(k + 1) = AiXi(k) + BiUi(k) k = 0, ... , N - 1,
(12a)

Ai = WiT AWi B i = WiT BZi, (l2b)

is used to predict the state trajectories, where Ai E JRni xni
,

Bi E JRni xm,. The prediction model uses an approximation
of the real system, by neglecting dynamic coupling existing
among neighboring subsystems. The reduction of the com
plexity of the prediction model compared to the total system
depends on the number of subsystems. The prediction model
is initialized with the partial state measurement of the real
system at the current discrete-time instant, i.e.

x(t + I) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), (9) (13)



u(t) = [u;(O),oo.,u;(O),oo"uM(O)]. (17)

The optimization problem (lla) employs the following set
of feasible control moves:

If K i == 0, as done in [11], then (l5a) reduces to the
Lyapunov equation for each subsystem:

Pi = AiPiAi + Qi. (16)

Note that with Qi >- 0, this implies that each matrix Ai
has to be open-loop stable, Le. all eigenvalues of Ai must
be within the unit circle. The local optimal control input
sequence u[N -I],i of all M controllers is collectively applied
as input to the global system (9), i.e.

(18)

(l9a)

(l9b)

x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),

are given by the following matrices:

Au Ali AIM

A= Ail Aii AiM

AMI AMi A MM
B ll 0 0

B= 0 B ii 0

0 0 B MM

a PWA system. For certain conditions this reduces to a
positive semidefiniteness check of a square n x n matrix.
The drawback of this proof is that it has to carried out at
a centralized level, which partly cancels out the advantages
of the decentralized structure. For more detailed information
about the stability test, the reader is referred to [11].

B. Stability constrained distributed MPC (SC-DMPC)

The SC-DMPC scheme from [8] requires that the plant
dynamics, Le.

(14)

(15a)

(l5b)K i = -(Ri + B!PiBi)-IB!PiAi .

%'N,i(Xi) :={U[N-I],i E 1[JNlui(k) = KiXi(k),

k = N u ,"', N - I},

where 1 :<s: Nu :<s: N - 1 is the so-called control horizon
[6], Note that the DMPC approach does not incorporate state
constraints. To guarantee a priori stability of each subsystem,
a terminal penalty matrix Pi for each subsystem i can be
defined following the centralized case as follows:

Pi = (Ai + BiKi )T Pi(Ai + BiKi ) + KiTRiKi + Qi,

After the input is applied the whole procedure is repeated at
the next time instant.

It is important to notice that in general x(t+k) =I- x(k) for
k = 1, ... , N, Le. the predicted state is not identical with the
real system state trajectory. This is a result of the fact that the
prediction model (12) only approximates the real system and
is initialized with partial state measurements. The dynamic
coupling between the subsystems is ignored. If the dynamic
coupling is strong, the prediction mismatch can be large. Due
to the fact that the optimization problem is based on possibly
wrong predictions, this can result in loss of performance.

The advantages of this scheme are the relatively simple
optimization problems that have to be solved by each subsys
tem, so the computational requirements are low. Furthermore
it is important to notice that this scheme allows for non
overlapping subsystems, i.e each entry in x is assigned to one
and only one Xi and each entry in u is assigned to one and
only one Ui. Although overlapping subsystems are expected
to achieve better performance, non-overlapping subsystems
have a big advantage as no communication network is
required between subsystems.

Feasibility of the optimization problem is guaranteed,
because no state constraints are taken into account. Further
more the article [11] provides a posteriori verifiable stability
conditions. More precisely, the proposed stability test ensures
overall stability of the entire system (9) in closed loop with
the M decentralized MPC controllers, once the matrix Pi
of the controller i is chosen as indicated in (16). This a
posteriori stability condition checks whether the sum of all
cost functions is a Lyapunov function or not and is based on
the explicit form of each MPC controller thereby creating

with A E ffi.nxn, B E ffi.nxm, Aii E ffi.nixni, Aij E ffi.nixnj,

B ii E ffi.ni xmi , X E ffi.n and u E ffi.m. Note that the B matrix
is block diagonal, i.e. a certain input only affects a single
subsystem directly.

At each discrete-time instant t the state Xi(t) of each
subsystem is measured and each MPC controller solves the
following local open loop quadratic optimization problem.

Problem ID.2 SC-DMPC

Si'N,i(Xi) : V'N,i(Xi) = _min {VN,i(Xi, U[N-I],i)
U[N-l),i

IU[N-il,i E %'N,i(Xi)} (20a)

N-I
VN,i(Xi, ufN-II,i) = L £i(Xi(k), ui(k)) + Fi(Xi(N))

k=O

(20b)
N-I

= Lxi(k)QiXi(k) +ui (k)RiUi(k)
k=O

+ xi (N)PiXi(N).
(20c)

The SC-DMPC uses the following prediction model:

M

xi(k + 1) = Aiixi(k) + BiiUi(k) + L Aijxj(k). (21)
j#i

Notice that this model takes the dynamic coupling of neigh
boring subsystems into account. However, as the real state



trajectory of the neighbors is unknown, the predicted state
trajectory of the previous time instant t - 1, received from
all direct neighbors, is used instead, i.e.

where xj(klt - 1) is the optimal predicted state at time k
with initial condition Xj(O) := Xj(t - 1).

The prediction model is initialized with the current partial
state measurement of the system, I.e.

the state trajectories in case the collection of open loop
inputs [uI(k)"",Ui(k)"",UM(k)] is applied to the full
system (18), is in general smaller compared to DMPC,
where dynamic coupling is fully neglected, i.e. Therefore,
it is expected that the performance will be improved. The
advantage of this approach lies in the fact that the predictions
are improved at the cost of a slight increase in complexity
of the optimization problem. Furthermore, only local state
measurements are required to initialize the prediction model.
However, this technique requires a communication network.

Feasibility of the SC-DMPC scheme is guaranteed, as the
stabilization constraint, i.e. the contraction constraint defined
by (24) and (25), is based on a controllable companion
form. In [8] it is proven that this ensures the existence
of a feasible control input in case of no state constraints.
Moreover, it is proven that the collection of calculated control
inputs comprises a feasible solution for the overall system.
Furthermore, it is proven that the stability constraints of each
subsystem, stabilize the overall system. For more details on
feasibility and stability, the reader is referred to [8].

(22)

(23)

Note that Aij = 0 if subsystem j is not directly coupled
to subsystem i. Certain systems, as for example the power
systems, are loosely coupled, so the number of elements Aij
(i =I j) that are zero is large. This significantly reduces the
complexity of the prediction model.

The set of feasible input sequences for Problem m.2 is
defined as follows:

where

with 0 < f3i < 1 a tuning parameter. Furthermore,

M

xi(llt - 1) := AiiXi(O) + BiiUi(O) + L Aijxj(O), (26a)
Hi

Xi(O) := Xi(t - 1), Ui(O):= u;(t - 1), (26b)

and xt(O) is obtained from x(t) via a similarity transforma
tion that is based on the controllable companion form [8].

The terminal penalty matrix P that weights the terminal
state x(N) can be computed as the solution of the uncon
strained infinite horizon LQR problem, i.e.

Pi = (Ai + BiKi )T Pi (Ai + BiKi ) + KiTRiKi + Qi,
(27a)

K i = -(Ri + BlPiBi)-IB!PiAi , (27b)

as done also in the centralized case. After all M controllers
have calculated the local optimal control input sequence
urN-I],i' the collection of all local inputs is applied as input
to the global system (18), i.e.

u(t) = [ui(O), ... ,u;(O), ... ,uM(O)]. (28)

After the input is applied, the whole procedure is repeated
at the next time instant. Notice that the stability of the SC
DMPC closed-loop system is ensured by the contraction
constraint on the one-step ahead predicted state for each
subsystem, which is explicitly required in each %'N,i(Xi).

Although SC-DMPC takes dynamic coupling into ac
count in the prediction model, there is a prediction mis
match, i.e. x(t + k) =I x(k) for k = 1, ... , N, because
the assumed dynamic coupling is an estimation received
from the neighbors, xj(k) =I xj(klt - 1). However, the
prediction mismatch, i.e. the mismatch between the pre
dicted state trajectories [xI(k)"",Xi(k)"",XM(k)] and

C. Feasible Cooperation based MPC (FC-MPC)

DMPC and SC-DMPC solve locally different optimization
problems. Such strategies converge to suboptimal Nash equi
libria, at best2. Feasible Cooperation-based MPC [9], on the
other hand, solves the global optimization problem within
every subsystem, thus ensuring that the resulting solution
is Pareto optimal. This is an attractive feature of the FC
MPC over the DMPC and SC-DMPC. However, the FC
MPC requires communication with all subsystems, not just
with directly neighboring ones.

The open-loop optimization problem solved online by each
FC-MPC controller minimizes the same cost function over
the local control input sequence3 U[N -I],i' As a controller
is only able to optimize over its own optimization variables,
an iterative procedure is used to achieve the global optimal
solution. In the following, p denotes the iteration number.
The FC-MPC problem is formulated next.

Problem 111.3 FC-MPC

&'~ i(X) : V~ i(X) = min {V~ i(x, uP[N_I] )
1 , iiP , ,t

IN-I],i (29a)

IU[N-II,i E %'~,i(x)},
N-I

V~,i(x, u[N-I],J = L £(xP(k),uf(k)) + F(xP(N))
k=O

(29b)
N-I

= L xPT (k)QxP(k) + ufT (k)Riuf(k)
k=O

+ xPT (N)PxP(N).
(29c)

2Examples have been found where the Nash equilibria are unstable [4].
In such cases, the optimization process is divergent.

3Note that the notation used in [9] is adapted so that it is consistent with
the notation of this paper.



o//J"i(X) := {UfN-1J,i E 1[JN}, Vp. (33)

The terminal penalty matrix P used in (29c) is the solution
of the unconstrained infinite horizon LQR problem, i.e.

In order to predict the future state trajectory X, the following
prediction model is used for each subsystem i:

xP(k + 1) = AxP(k) + B[ui,p(k)" .. ,uf(k), ... ,u~(k)],
(30)

where uf(k) is the control input and optimization variable
of subsystem i. The inputs of the other subsystems used by
controller i (denoted by u~'P (k)) are set equal to the optimal
solution obtained during the previous iteration, i.e.

-i,P(k) '- -P-1(k) k - 0 N 1 . 1 M' -I- .u j .- u j , - , ... , -, J = , ... , ,J r t,

(31)
where M denotes the total number of subsystems. The
prediction model (30) is initialized with the current state of
the system, i.e.

The set of feasible control moves is defined as:

xP(O) := x(t), Vp. (32)

which are collected to form the control input of the overall
system, i.e.

U(t) = [uf(O), ... ,uf(O), ... ,U~(O)]. (37)

The feasibility of FC-MPC is guaranteed because there
are no state constraints. Furthermore, convergence of the
iterative procedure and stability of the closed loop system
is proven4 • As the controllers solve a global optimization
problem and the sequence of cost functions is non-increasing
with the iteration number p, the cost function can be used
as a Lyapunov function to prove stability. For more detailed
information about these results, the reader is referred to [9].

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE BENCHMARK TEST EXAMPLE

AND SIMULATION RESULTS

Automatic generation control (AGC) provides a suitable
example for assessment and comparison of non-centralized
MPC schemes for control of electrical power systems. All
the simulations performed in this paper are based on the
benchmark power system from [9], which is presented in
the following subsection.

P = (A + BK)TP(A + BK) + K TRK + Q, (34a)

K= -(R+BTpB)-lBTpA, (34b)

with
R1 0 0

R= 0 Ri 0 (35)

0 0 RM

A. Test network and simulation scenario

A schematic representation of the test power system is
depicted in Figure 2. The system consists of 4 control areas,

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the power network.

At each discrete time instant t the optimal control action is
calculated via an iterative procedure, defined as follows:

• p = 0; the iteration variable is set to zero.
• u?(k):= uf*(k+1It-1); the initial guess for the inputs

at the first iteration, p = 0, is equal to the optimal input
sequence of the previous time instant, t - 1.

while(pi > €)

• Uf;-lj,i = arg V~,i(X) Vi; all M controllers solve
the optimization problem resulting in a local optimal
control sequence.

• ufN- 1l,i = wiUf;_lj,i + (1 - wi)uf;~lJ,i; the actual
contro sequence is updated using the tumng parameter
w.

• Pi = IlufN-1J,i - Uf;~lJ,ill; a check is performed to
verify the stopping criterion.

• The local solution ufN-l],i is transmitted to all other
controllers j = 1, ... ,M, j i= i.

• P = P + 1; the iteration variable is increased by one.
end

When the stop criterion is satisfied for some p 2: 1, all
M controllers communicate the calculated control actions,

41n fact, in [4] it has been shown that only a single iteration of the
algorithm is required to guarantee stability.

with the dynamics of each area given by the following
standard model [I]:

dllwi = ~(llPM' _ Dllw - llpij - llPL.)dt J
i

' t t tte , , (38a)

dllPM, 1
-d-t- = TT, (llPv, - llPM.), (38b)

dllPv, 1 1
-- = -(llP ! - llPv. - -llw) (38c)dt TG, re , , rit'

These equations describe the dynamics of a generator and
a tie line connecting the generators. These elements are
graphically depicted in Figure 3. By combining these two
"building blocks" a dynamical model of a power network
with an arbitrary structure can be constructed.

The parameter values chosen for the example are given in
the Appendix. In particular, note that the control input to the
control area i is the signal llPre!" which denotes the change
in the reference value for power production in that area. The

(38d)

(38e)

dllP:!e = b (llw' - llw .)dt tJ t J ,

llP~~ = -llP:!e'

(36)

In [9], K is chosen equal to zero, which yields:

P=ATpA+Q.



Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the dynamics of a generator (A) and
tie line (B).

the settling time 6 of the weighted states, i.e. the states for
which elements in Qi are nonzero, and the performance in
the 2-norm, i.e. L;~~x(t)T Qx(t).

TABLE I

PERFORMANCE FIGURES: SETTLING TIME AND 2-NORM

Settling time (s) Norm
WI W2 W3 W4 PI2 P23 P34

AGe - - - - - - - 0.914
MPC 112 109 105 94 124 116 125 0.215
FC-MPC III 109 104 94 124 116 125 0.213
DMPC 130 132 148 139 177 199 151 0.331
SC-DMPC 117 116 124 125 152 186 127 0.416

TABLE II

SIZES OF OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FOR QP SOLVER

The computational complexity depends on the sizes of A,
B, A eq , B eq and H. The size of the matrices A and Aeq is
listed in Table II for each algorithm (the size of B, B eq and
H can be derived from these matrices). The computational

The simulation results indicate that the centralized MPC
scheme achieves the best performance in terms of the settling
time and the overshoots. In contrast, the classical AGC
structure is characterized by the worst performance with
respect to settling time and overshoots, i.e. all the non
centralized MPC schemes outperform the classical AGC
control method.

It is expected that the performance of the non-centralized
control techniques is directly correlated with the level of
communication between subsystems. The results of the per
formed simulations are in conformance with this expectation,
although the observed difference in the settling time between
DMPC and the SC-DMPC controllers is very small. Finally,
note that FC-MPC performs almost identically with the
centralized MPC, in spite the fact that only one iteration
in the FC-MPC scheme was allowed. It is remarkable that,
given the fact that each time instant the cost based on the
centralized objective for each FC-MPC controller is larger
then the cost of the centralized MPC controller, the FC-MPC
technique performs slightly better.

The computational complexity can be determined by
inspection of the size of the optimization problem. As
explained before, the optimization problems are quadratic
programs of the form:

exogenous input signal l:i.PL , represents the accumulated
change of the power demand in the corresponding area.

The classical AGC structure used in current power net
works consists of local PI controllers that bring the frequency
deviation and the tie line power flow deviation to zero. The
controller for control area i is defined as follows

dl:i.Prej · ..
----'--='~' = K(-Bl:i. . _l:i.p t

)) (39)dt t W t tte ,

with K and B as tuning parameters. For a more detailed
description of classical AGC the reader is referred to [ll

The simulation scenario used in the assessment of the
closed-loop performance is the following. At time instant
zero, the system is in steady state with frequency and tie-line
flow deviations equal to zero. At t = 10 a step disturbance
of +0.25 affects control area 2, while at time instant t = 60
a step disturbance of -0.25 affects control area 3.

The simulation parameters such as weighting matrices and
prediction horizon are chosen the same for all techniques.
The numerical data related to the example can be found
in the appendix, Table III. Furthermore, the optimization
problems for all the assessed MPC schemes are implemented
as quadratic programs and solved using the Matlab quadprog
solver 5. The SC-DMPC scheme is slightly adapted to make
an implementation with a QP solver possible. More precisely,
the 2-norm used for the contraction constraint is replaced by
the I-norm. Also, the number of iterations of FC-MPC is
fixed to 1. Although DMPC allows for overlapping subsys
tems, decoupled subsystems are used for the simulation to
investigate the performance of a completely decentralized
control scheme.

B. Simulation results

The simulation results for all 3 non-centralized schemes
are presented in Figure 4 together with results obtained
with a centralized MPC algorithm and the classical AGC
structure. From the state trajectories, only the trajectories
of the network frequency deviation l:i.w2 and of the tie-line
power flow deviation l:i.Pt~~ are plotted. Furthermore, the
control inputs applied to the subsystems in area 2 and 3, i.e.
l:i.Prej, and l:i.Pre!a, are depicted in Figure 4. Table I shows

min xTHx,
x

subject to Ax :S B,

Aeqx = Beq .

Technique A Aea
Cent. MPC 152 x 376 300 x 376
FC-MPC 38 x 319 300 x 319
SC-DMPC 39 x 99 80 x 99
DMPC 38 x 99 80 x 99

(40a)

(40b)

(40c)

5From the available QP solvers (NAG, CLP, SeDuMi), quadprog (version
3.1.2 (R2007b)) was the fastest solver for this problem.

6The formal definition of settling time is slightly adapted, as we consider
settling time as the time it takes for the states to settle within a certain
bound after two step disturbances.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results of the considered control techniques.

of view DMPC and SC-DMPC are preferred because these
techniques require significantly less computational power
compared to centralized MPC. The computational time of
DMPC and SC-DMPC are comparable as the size of the

complexity can also be judged by the computation time
that is required for solving the optimization problem of
controller i at time instant t. The results are depicted in
Figure 5. The results show that from a computational point

optimization problems is the same, except from an additional
state constraint in SC-DMPC. Whenever this constraint is
active, as can be observed in Figure 5 around t = lOs, the
computational time required to solve the SC-DMPC problem
can increase considerably. This issue could be resolved
by relaxing the stabilization constraint. FC-MPC shows a
slightly reduced computational time compared to centralized
MPC and is therefore only advantageous for a small number
of iterations.

Furthermore, it is important to notice that the required
computational time for a controller of DMPC and SC-DMPC
is independent on the number of subsystems. On the other
hand, the computational time required by a centralized MPC
controller and a FC-MPC controller, is dependent on the
number of subsystems. To investigate this relation, a series of
simulations has been done and the computational time as a
function of the number of control areas is plotted. The results
are shown in Figure 6. The data points can be very well
approximated by a third order polynomial. Assuming that
this polynomial fit is valid, the required computational time
by a centralized MPC controller in case of a real life power
network consisting of 1000 control areas is approximately
17 days. Given the fact that the available computation time
is I second (sample time), this experiment underlines the
importance of a non-centralized implementation of power
network control.

200150100
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Fig. 5. The computation time for all algorithms.
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role in improving performance.
It is observed in Section ill and Subsection IV-B there

are two important aspects that determine performance of a
non-centralized MPC technique.

• Prediction accuracy. As a result of dynamic coupling
between subsystems, a prediction model neglecting this
dynamic coupling creates a prediction mismatch, i.e. the
mismatch between the predicted state trajectories and
the state trajectories in case the collection of open loop
inputs is applied to the full system, Le.

o
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Fig. 6. The computation time for a centralized MPC controller and a
FC-MPC controller as function of the number of control areas.

C. Assessment

A schematic representation of the investigated techniques
is depicted in Figure 7. The results of Section III and Sub-

MPC
Controller

- =dynamic coupling, .-.... =control action, =information exchange with direct neighbor,

....1> =state measurement. ~ =informetion network (communication with all controllers)

Fig. 7. A schematic representation of centralized (A) and non-centralized
MPC techniques; DMPC (B), SC-DMPC (C), FC-MPC (D)

section IV-B give valuable insights in performance and com
plexity. Firstly, the large scale of real-life power networks
prohibits a non-centralized implementation of MPC that
requires communication with a large number of subsystems
in the network. This means that Pareto optimality of the non
centralized MPC control action is not a feasible goal for the
current power networks. Future advances in communications
and increasing processing power might bring this goal closer
to realization. Currently, however communication with a
large number of subsystems, is unrealistic.

Secondly, a completely decentralized implementation of
MPC seems to be less efficient with respect to performance
but still, much better than the classical AGC control structure.
Therefore there is room for a tradeoff: one can either use
decentralized MPC if the provided performance is acceptable
or, distributed MPC with limited communication can provide
a feasible alternative for increasing performance in real-life
power system control. In this latter case, the accuracy of the
estimates of the real-system state trajectories plays a crucial

UM(.\) xM(k)
(41)

Communication between MPC controllers to estimate
the dynamic coupling, results in an improvement of
the prediction accuracy. However, the dynamic coupling
can only be estimated and is not known exactly as the
controllers solve their optimization problem simultane
ously. Accurate predictions are important, as solving
a optimization problem based on wrong predictions
results in a non-optimal solution. Furthermore, accurate
predictions are required for state constraint handling, as
a constrained local optimal solution can be non-feasible
on the global system if predictions are not accurate.

• Optimality with respect to the centralized solution. The
solution depends not only on the prediction accuracy.
Even if the prediction mismatch (41) is zero, i.e. E(k) =
o for all k, the solution of an optimization problem
using a local objective will differ from the centralized
solution. As the prediction model of a non centralized
controller doesn't incorporate all states, the objective
function of a non-centralized controller can only depend
on local states predicted by the prediction model and
local inputs, and this results in a Nash equilibrium. A
Nash equilibrium is in general not equal to the central
ized Pareto optimal solution. Achieving the centralized
solution leads inevitable to the requirement of a full
prediction model.

Preferably, a non-centralized MPC technique achieves accu
rate predictions by communication with a limited number
of controllers, similar to SC-DMPC, such that the extent of
decentralization is high. As controllers cannot achieve accu
rate predictions without communication, the next best thing
is communication with solely direct neighboring controllers.
Pareto optimality can only be achieved with objectives that
take all states of the overall system into account, such as
FC-MPC. Although a structure such as FC-MPC is not
preferred, a non-centralized MPC technique should allow
for a flexible way of constructing local control problems
by decomposition of the overall system, like DMPC, such
that the global Pareto optimal solution can be approximated.
Finally, an iterative method to improve the accuracy of the



with Xi E jRni , Ui E jRm" Qi = Q! ~ 0 and Ri = R! ~ O.
With subsystem i the following finite horizon optimization
problem is defined and is solved by its assigned controller.

with A E jRnxn, B E jRnxm, x E jRn and u E jRm.

The division into M subsystems is then performed via
suitably defined matrices Wi and Zi.7 These matrices collect
the states and inputs belonging to subsystem i and are
further employed to define the weighting matrices for each
subsystem's states and inputs as follows:

predictions, similar to FC-MPC, should be incorporated.
The non-centralized MPC technique proposed in Section V

.... -0 0
........ FC-MPC MPC....

.;
.;

.; '\
// DI-MPC

/
I

I

°DMPC 0SC-DMPC

Xi = WiT X,

Qi = wlQwi ,

Ui = Z!U,

Ri = Z!RZi ,

(43a)

(43b)

Complexity Problem V.I DI-MPC

Fig. 8. Comparison of the complexity-perfonnance relation. Complexity
and perfonnance of DI-MPC depends on the size of the prediction model
and number of iterations.

(44c)

(44b)

N-I
'1r,i(Xi, U[N-I],i) = L €i(xf(k),uf(k)) + Fi(xf(N))

k=O

N-I
= L xfT (k)QiXf(k) + UfT (k)Riuf(k)

k=O

+ xfT (N)Pixf(N).

(46)

(45a)

Bi = WiT BZi , (45b)
iTTBj = Wi B(I - ZiZi ),

(45c)

Ai = WiT AWi,
iTTAj = Wi A(I - WiWi ),

-i,P(k) ._[-P-h(k) -P-h(k) -P-h(k)]uj ,-ul "",ui "",uM ,

k = 0, ... ,N - 1.

Note that the matrix B; is zero for inputs that do not directly
affect the states Xi. Due to the structure of power systems,
the amount of communication is not so large. The state

is used to predict the future state trajectories Xi, where
A E jRnixni B· E jRnixmi Ai. E jRni xn B i E jRni xm

Z , 1. , J ' J .

The control input uf(k) of subsystem i is the optimization
variable. The inputs of other subsystems used by controller
i (denoted by u~,p (k)) are set equal to the optimal solution
obtained by other controllers during the previous iteration,
i.e.

where p is the iteration number.
Given a certain open-loop control input sequence a pre

diction model for each subsystem i of the form

xf(k + 1) = Aixf(k) + Biuf(k) + Ajxy(k) + B;uy(k),

k = 0, ... ,N - 1, 'Vp,

V. DISTRIBUTED ITERATIVE MPC TECHNIQUE

The distributed iterative MPC technique proposed in Sub
section IV-C will be described in Section V-A in more detail.
Subsection V-B will give simulation results of this technique.

A. Distributed Iterative MPC technique

To use the DI-MPC technique the system is decomposed
into M subsystems and a local MPC controller is assigned to
each subsystem. The subsystems are derived from the total
system using an explicit transformation. The total system
to be controlled is described by a discrete time state space
model of the form:

uses an iterative technique to achieve accurate predictions
and guarantees zero one step ahead prediction mismatch,
i.e. c(l) = O. As a result of this, if each controller i
finds a feasible solution to their local optimization problem
subject to state constraints, the collective control input will be
feasible on the overall system, i.e. none of the constraints is
violated. Furthermore, the technique allows for overlapping
prediction models of arbitrary size such that the dynamic
behavior of the centralized controlled closed loop system can
be approximated by the choice of the size of the prediction
models thereby creating a tuning parameter that allows for
a trade off between complexity and the approximation of
the centralized solution. The technique is in the following
referred to as distributed iterative MPC (DI-MPC).

Figure 8 shows a non-quantified comparison of the
complexity-performance relation of all investigated tech
niques. Note that DI-MPC with no iterations and non over
lapping prediction models will be almost equal to SC-DMPC
when complexity and performance is considered. In case of
full system prediction models and iterations, DI-MPC equals
FC-MPC. The tuning options of DI-MPC, i.e. size of the
prediction model and the number of iterations, determine
the complexity and performance of this technique and will
be on the dotted line.

X(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),
7The notation of DMPC is used to allow for definition of overlapping

(42) prediction models.
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M controllers apply their calculated control actions to the
control input of the subsystems, such that the collection of
all local inputs is the input to the global system (42), Le.

u(t) = [ur (0), ... ,ur (0), ... , u~(O)]. (53)

,
, ,)f', ,,

After the input is applied the whole procedure is repeated at
the next time instant, t + 1.

The one step ahead prediction of the controlled area is:

x~,P(I) = A~,Px~,P(O)+Afnx~n,p(O)+BiUf(O) Vp, (54)

where x~,p are the states of the control area directly affected
by the optimization variable, Ui, with x~n,p the states of
the directly neighboring control areas. The states x~,p (0)
and x~n,p(O) are known exactly, as these are measured.
Furthermore uf(O) is the optimization parameter and is
therefore exactly known and actually applied to the system.
This results in the fact that the one step ahead prediction
of the state of the controlled area is exactly known even
for a finite number of iterations. As a result, the collective
control input, Le. [ur (0), ... ,ur (0), ... , u~(O)l will be
a feasible control action on the global system (42) subject
to state constraints, assumed that each controller i found a
feasible control sequence to their local optimization problem.
Although only the one step ahead prediction is correct
and the predictions for k ~ 2 generally have a prediction
mismatch, correct one step ahead prediction is sufficient to
guarantee the effect mentioned above, due to the fact that
MPC is implemented in closed loop, Le. states are measured
each time instant.

B. Simulation results of the DI-MPC technique

For DI-MPC it is observed that the predictions of the
controllers converge to the real state trajectories by iterative
communication between neighboring controllers. This itera
tive convergence is shown in Figure 9 where the prediction of
the state trajectory Pl2 is plotted for 5 subsequent iterations.
The prediction gets worse for larger prediction time instants
k but the overall prediction error decreases every iteration.

(49)

(48)

(5Ia)

(5Ib)

Vp.xf(O) := wlx(t),

The optimization problem (44a) employs the following set
of feasible control moves:

o//~)x) := {u[N-Ij,i E 1[J
Nlxf(k) E Xi,

k = 1, ... ,N - 1, xf(N) E Xf,i}, Vp,

The terminal set Xf,i must be a positively invariant set
satisfying the property

Xf i C 0 00 i ;= {Xi E lR,n I Ki(Ai - BiKi)kXi E 1[J, - , (50)
and (Ai - BiKi)k Xi E Xi, k = 0, ... ,oo}.

The pair {Pi,Ki} used in (44c) and (50) can be obtained
as the solution of the unconstrained infinite horizon LQR
problem, i.e.

Pi = (Ai + BiKi)T Pi(Ai + BiKi) + KlRiKi + Qi,

x~,p (k) is received by communication with other controllers,
as follows:

-i,P(k) ._[-P-lo(k) -P-lo(k) -P-I*(k)]x j ,-xI "",xi ,,,,,xM , (47)

k=O, ... ,N.

Note that the matrix A; is zero for non directly coupled
states. This implies that for loosely coupled systems, such
as power systems, the required amount of communication is
not so large.

The prediction model (45) is initialized with the current
state of the system, Le.

If the matrix Ai is stable then K i == 0 is possible. So (5Ia)
reduces to the Lyapunov equation for each subsystem:

Pi = AiPiAi + Qi. (52)

At each discrete time instant t the optimal control action is
calculated via an iterative procedure, defined as follows:

• p = 0; the iteration variable is set to zero.
• u?(k) := ur(k + lit - 1) and x?(k) := xr(k +

lit - 1); the initial guess for the inputs of neighboring
subsystems and the dynamic coupling at the first itera
tion, p = 0, is equal to the sequences calculated at the
previous time instant, t - 1.

whiJe(Pi > E: or p :S: Pmax)

• u[~_lj,i = arg v";,i(Xi), Vi; all M controllers solve
the optimization problem (44), using (46) and (47) for
p ~ 1 resulting in a local optimal control sequence.

- II-P* -p-lo II' h k' rf d t• Pi - u[N_Ij,i - U[N-Ij,i ' a c ec IS pe orme 0

verify the stopping criterion.
Th I I . I _po d _po

• e oca optima sequences u[N-IJ,i an x[N-Ij,i are
transmitted to all neighboring controllers that require it
to calculate their optimization problem.

• p = p + 1; the iteration variable is increased by one.
end

When the stopping criterion is satisfied for some p ~

1 or the maximum number of iterations is reached, all



As explained in Subsection V-A, the collective control
signal to the overall system is feasible, assumed that each
controller found a feasible control move to their optimization
problem. To investigate the performance of the controlled
four generator power system (described in Section IV) sub
ject to state constraints a simulation has been done. For
clarity a single step disturbance event is chosen (disturbance
control area 2: +0.25, disturbance control area 2: -0.25
at time t = 0). The simulation results of constrained DI
MPC control of the power network are shown in Figure 10.
The states P23, W2 and W3 are constrained to ±0.01. The

Fig. 10. Simulation results of a Dl-MPC controlled power network with
state constraints.

simulation results show that the constraints are not violated
and the control moves are feasible at each time instant. If
the same system is controlled with e.g. DMPC and the same
constraints are incorporated in the optimization problems, the
collective control move is in general infeasible on the global
system, even if each controller i finds a feasible solution to
their local optimization problem.

The DI-MPC technique allows for overlapping predic
tion models, thereby creating a possibility to find a trade
off between complexity and optimality with respect to the
centralized solution, as described in Subsection V-A. To
investigate the optimality of the solution with respect to
the centralized solution, a simulation has been done on
the benchmark power system described in Section IV. A
controller is assigned to each control area, and the size of
the prediction model is varied, thereby creating overlapping
prediction models. Note that this is not equal to increasing
the size of the subsystems as in this case the number of
optimization parameters is increased. The results for the
benchmark system are shown in Figure 11. The results show
that the behavior of the DI-MPC controlled power network
approximates the centralized Pareto optimal solution as the
size of the prediction model increases. Note that if the
prediction model covers all four control areas, the solution
is equal to the FC-MPC solution.

These results are important because they show that con-

trollers assigned to a control area can approximate the Pareto
solution by increasing the size of the prediction model.
This gives a tuning possibility that allows for a trade off
between the extent of decentralization (which is related to the
computational complexity) and the optimality with respect to
the centralized Pareto optimal solution.

An experimental method to determine the size of the
prediction models is by investigating the sensitivity of the
states of the overall system to a control input. An impulse
input is applied to control input i and the response of the
states exceeding a certain level , are part of the prediction
model of control area i. States that don't exceed the tuning
parameter, are not strongly influenced by control input i and
therefore their contribution to the cost function of controller
i will not be significant. By removing the states that are
not significantly influenced, the complexity can be strongly
reduced, whereas the solution of the optimization problem
is not significantly different from the optimization problem
with a centralized objective.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this section we summarize the results of this paper and
give constructive recommendations for future research on the
topic of non-centralized MPC in power system control.

Firstly, the large scale of real-life power networks pro
hibits a non-centralized implementation of MPC that requires
communication with a large number of subsystems in the
network. This means that Pareto optimality of the non
centralized MPC control action is not a feasible goal for
the current power networks.

Secondly, a completely decentralized implementation of
MPC seems to be less efficient with respect to performance
but still, much better than the classical AGC control structure.
Therefore there is room for a tradeoff: one can either use
decentralized MPC if the provided performance is accept
able or, distributed MPC with limited communication can
provide a feasible alternative for increasing performance
by increasing prediction accuracy. In this latter case, the
prediction accuracy of the real-system state trajectories by
using estimates of the dynamic coupling plays a crucial role
in improving performance.

The proposed DI-MPC technique combines the advan
tageous properties of existing non-centralized MPC tech
niques. The iterative technique achieves improvement of the
prediction accuracy. Furthermore DI-MPC guarantees zero
one step ahead prediction mismatch, which is important
in case of state constraints. More precisely, the collective
control input is feasible on the overall system, assumed
that each controller found a feasible solution to their local
optimization problem. Furthermore, this technique allows for
arbitrarily large (overlapping) prediction models, such that a
trade off can be made between the level of decentralization
and optimality with respect to the centralized Pareto optimal
solution.

Although the simulations show convergence, stability and
state constraint satisfaction for a DI-MPC controlled power
network, a significant problem, currently not solved, is
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Fig. 11. Simulation results of a DI-MPC controlled power network with different sizes of the prediction model. The lower right figure gives the error
compared to the centralized Pareto optimal solution.

the fact that there is no mathematical proof to guarantee
convergence, stability and feasibility of this technique. Future
research should focus on this problem, and search for either
methods to guarantee convergence and stability or a posteri
ori verifiable conditions to check convergence and stability.

To summarize, a non-centralized MPC technique that is
viable for real-life control of power systems should have the
following characteristics: communication only with a small
amount of controllers, improved state trajectory predictions
(even at the price of iterations in between samples), ability to
deal with coupling state constraints and guarantee of closed
loop stability.
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ApPENDIX

TABLE III

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Sample time Is
Simulation time 200s
Prediction horizon N 20
Iterations (FC-MPC) 1
States of subsystem I ~PVl,~PMl,~Wl

States of subsystem 2 ~812, ~Pv2, ~PM2, ~W2

States of subsystem 3 ~823, ~PV3, ~PM3, ~W3

States of subsystem 4 ~834, ~PV4, ~PM4, ~W4

Disturbance ~PLl 0, "It
Disturbance ~PL2 0, t < 10, +0.25, t ~ 10
Disturbance ~PL3 0, t < 60, -0.25, t ~ 60
Disturbance ~PL 0, "It
Constraint on ~Pre f -0.5 < ~Pre f < 0.5
Generator damping: Dl' D2, D3, D4 3,0.275,2,2.75
Generator inertia: J1, J2, J3, J4 4,40,35,10
Speed regulation: rl, r2 1 r3, r 4 0.06,0.14,0.08,0.06
Governor time constant: 4,25,15,5
TGl, TG2, TG3, TG4
Turbine time constant: 5,10,20,10
TTl, 'TT2, 'T'T3, TT4

Q1,Q2 diag(O, 0, 5), diag (5, 0, 0, 5)
Q3,Q4 diag (5, 0, 0, 5), diag (5, 0, 0, 5)
Rl, R2, R3, R4 1,1,1,1
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